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Side seal granule packing machine
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This machine suitable all kinds of granule products packing, such as sugar,

beans, coffee, tea granule, and all the similar products.
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Guangzhou Topone Packing Machinery Co., Ltd is a modern enterprise that is engaged in R&D, manufacture and sales of various
packing machines, we are located in Nancun Town, Panyu District, Guangzhou, a city with beautiful environment, advanced software
and hardware, and the first standard integrative management. We mainly produce the packaging machines which used to pack
granule, liquid, paste, powder, and kinds of small hardware, we are always in the business of designing and manufacturing of non
-standard machines and production lines. Our machines are famous in both home and abroad, and widely used in food, medicine,
tea, metal, pesticide, daily consumable industry. To design the top one packaging machine is our products orientation, we insist
quality first, customer-oriented marketing idea and honest service, keep improving working idea. We will supply one-year warranty,
durable maintaining, repair support, training, technology enquiry, spare parts and process with supplied materials and etc. At this
moment, we are giving thanks to our entire customers from the bottom of our heart, your visitation, phone and email will be warm
welcome in our future development, and we will do our best. Your satisfaction is our destination, and we have keen hope to work,
study and win together with you, to become the strong support of your company. Same smile, we are more honest; Same service,
we are more attentive; Same price, we are more reasonable; Same quality, we are more reliable.
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Capacity

40-60!;/!'/ :5)-f,I•; 40-60bags/min
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Volume Range

0-50g/bag
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Bag size

L50-150mm,W30-110mm
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Air consumption
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3side seal, 4side seal
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PLC+:t:;$:!ll\:if-!Jf, PLC+Text Display Screen
0.6Mpa, 0.2m3/min
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Power

1.2KW, 220V, 50Hz/60Hz
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Weight

L900*W670*H 1600mm
200KG
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